Style
“Mystic - Thrash - Metal”.
“Mystic” ... are the lyrics deriving from fantasy or horror stories and old legends,
written by Ingo, accompanied with powerful, slow-ceremonial riffs.
“Thrash” ... are the influences from Jürgen.
The combination of both styles, sometimes within a single song, makes up a
diversiefied kind of music and makes Daargesin different from the rank and file of metal
bands.

CD reviews
metalglory.de - “If there would be fairness in musical business, Daargesin would already be a bigger act! Their music is of the same quality as the one of the well-known
and greater bands ...”
bloodchamber.de - “... Anyway, you’ll recognize a lot of variety on the album, there are
tracks of all different kind of speed. Thus, the listener will never get bored while listening.
... All-in-all, an album that just gives you a great time.”

Live reports
Daargesin
... is the name of a wolf from the american “Wolf Dreams” fantasy story.

Releases

Rock Hard No. 73 - “DAARGESIN were playing 40 minutes of powerful ‘Thrash
Groove’, which means that their music is really influenced by Thrash (some instrumental parts even were pure Death Metal). However, they also emphasize evident melodies. The ‘Daargesin’ song even contains panpipe parts. An acceptable gig.”

CD “Daargesin”
CD “Dracul”
CD “Polarnacht”

hardharderheavy.de - “... Muergen and Ingo are fighting guitar battles and also Thomas
is working on his axe until his fingers bleed. ... Such an enthusiastic show is exactly
what the audience wants and makes them shout ‘We want more!’ “

Live

Contact

We habe performed a real lot of gigs in Germany, together with underground bands
and well-known acts like Böhse Onkelz, Crematory, Justice, Agathodaimon,
Debauchery and Dry Rot.
The audience was audience was always hooked - no matter whether it was in small
clubs or in front of 3000 visitors.

Daargesin c/o Ingo Nicklas
Damaschkestrasse 55, 91088 Bubenreuth, Germany
email: ingo@daargesin.de

web: http://www.daargesin.de

